
MAIN FEATURES:

To contact authorized dealers, get more info and see our full product lineup, visit www.x-laser.com.

The X-Laser Caliente Aurora brings RGB color to 
the groundbreaking Aurora product line, and 
makes creating colorful liquid sky effects easier and 
more affordable than ever before. You can rig the 
Caliente Aurora just like any normal lighting effect, 
set the beam zone safely, and go on with a bright, 
multicolor laser show. The Caliente Aurora is portable, 
lightweight and easy to use, making it perfect for 
mobile entertainers, DJs and even as an installed 
lighting effect in small clubs or bars.

• 700mW of RGB brightness

• Stunning liquid sky effects

• 9-channel DMX total control

• Type II anodized housing

• Vivid 7-color TTL beams

Caliente aurora
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FEATURES

specifications

Cer tif ied to the world ’s  toughest  qualit y  standards
Caliente projectors are all certified to comply with U.S. FDA standards and also comply 
with applicable IEC, UL, ETL, CSA & ROHS standards.

Engineered to b e the brightest  Cal iente yet  
Because its beams (and photons) are concentrated only on the X-axis, the Caliente 
Aurora produces brighter and more vibrant effects than any Caliente before it.

O ne ap er ture,  seven b old colors
Caliente Aurora can vividly produce seven rich colors, including red, green, blue, cyan, 
magenta, yellow and white, all across a wide range of stunning patterns.

S afer  than ever  b efore,  by design
Output is restricted to the horizontal (X) axis, so you never have to worry about 
scanning up into the sky or down into the audience once the laser is securely rigged.

B old,  vivid,  easy multicolored l iquid sk ies
As the newest product in the X-Laser Aurora range, the Caliente Aurora creates super 
high-impact output with multicolored effects engineered for maximum brightness.

Control: 9-channel DMX, Auto, Sound Active

Scanners: Open-loop micro stepper motors

Settings interface: DIP switches

Color modulation: TTL seven-color

Laser energy: 460mW raw

Cooling: TEC, filtered forced air

Linking: DMX input and output

Physical: 13.25” x 8.75” x 6.25”    6.4lbs

Housing type: Anodized Type II Aluminum

Power draw: 30W typical, 40W peak

Power: 110-220V, 3-pin IEC, 3A 250V slow-blow fuse

Beam divergence: 1-2.5mRad 

Beam source: Direct diode and DPSS

470nm blue, 532nm green, 638nm red

FDA/IEC hazard class: Class 3B

International safety: IEC 60825-1 ed. 2007

FDA/CDRH: 21CFR1040.10 and 1040.11(c)

Canadian safety: CSA C.22.2 No. 60950-1

EU safety: EN 60825-1, EN 60950

Included: User Training DVD, User Manual, IEC 

power cord, Warranty information, Beam block foil
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The Caliente Aurora is the answer for fully color-mixing liquid skies.
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